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Abstract
Objectives: There are two different approaches to involve participants in consecutive rounds of a Delphi survey: (1) invitation to every
round independent of response to the previous round (‘‘all-rounds’’) and (2) invitation only when responded to the previous round (‘‘re-
spondents-only’’). This study aimed to investigate the effect of invitation approach on the response rate and final outcome of a Delphi
survey.

Study Design and Setting: Both experts (N 5 188) and patients (N 5 188) took part in a Delphi survey to update the core outcome set
(COS) for axial spondyloarthritis. A study with 1:1 allocation to two experimental groups (ie, ‘‘all-rounds’’ [N 5 187] and ‘‘respondents-
only’’ [N 5 189]) was built-in.

Results: The overall response rate was lower in the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ (46%) compared to the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ (61%). All
domains that were selected for inclusion in the COS by the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ were also selected by the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’ Addi-
tionally, the four most important domains were identical between groups after the final round, with only minor differences in the other
domains.

Conclusion: Inviting panel members who missed a round to a subsequent round will lead to a better representation of opinions of the
originally invited panel and reduces the chance of false consensus, while it does not influence the final outcome of the Delphi. � 2020 The
Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The Delphi technique is a structured forecasting method
based on the presumption that combining the opinion of a
group of experts will result in a more accurate prediction
of the truth than relying on the opinion of a most knowl-
edgeable single individual [1]. Responses can be altered be-
tween rounds, based on the aggregated information of peers
from the previous round [2]. An additional benefit of the
Delphi is that participants tend to perceive ownership of
the results due to their participation in the process. In turn,
this perceived ownership improves the acceptance of the
findings among those who participated [3]. As the partici-
pants are a reflective sample of the end users, their involve-
ment in the development stage increases implementation in
the field [4]. The Delphi process ends when (the predefined
level of) consensus is achieved, or when the prespecified
number of rounds has been completed [5].
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What is new?

� The comparison of two different ways of inviting
participants to a 3-round Delphi survey using
randomization.

What this adds to what is known?
� Invitation approach did not influence the final out-

comes of the Delphi survey.

� An identical first-round survey completed by two
randomly selected independent panels resulted in
a similar outcome.

What is the implication, what should change now?
� Inviting persons for all rounds irrespective of a

response to the previous round will lead to a better
representation of the opinions of the originally
invited panel, while it does not influence the final
outcome of the Delphi.

Common applications of the Delphi technique in health-
care settings are the selection of outcomes for a core set and
the identification of research priorities [1,6]. Even though
the Delphi technique is often used, there is hardly any guid-
ance on the methodology underlying the Delphi technique
[5e7], which results in large variability in its execution.
Research on methodological guidance of the Delphi tech-
nique in the development of core outcome sets (COS) is
slowly increasing [8e11], but a lot of the methodology re-
mains unclear to this day. Guidance on which participants
to invite to consecutive rounds has not yet been described
in existing literature. There are two options: (1) invite only
participants that have completed the previous round for the
consecutive round. This approach ensures participants pro-
vide their own authentic opinion in the first round and are
challenged to rethink their own response in light of the re-
sponses of others each round. Hence, this approach in-
creases engagement in the decision-making process and
the final outcome of the Delphi will be an accurate repre-
sentation of the opinions of those who participated. (2)
Invite every participant for all consecutive rounds irrespec-
tive of whether they have responded or not. This approach
decreases the chance of nonrandom loss of opinions which
could lead to false consensus [6], as it considers the opinion
of every participant who completed one or more rounds,
and the final outcome may therefore be a better representa-
tion of the opinions of the entire panel that was invited to
partake. Scientific evidence to guide Delphi researchers
on whether panel members who miss a round can be
included in a subsequent round is sparse. Yet, if the results
are consistent with the conventional approach of excluding
these experts from subsequent rounds, the final outcome
may be a better reflection of the opinions of the originally
invited panel and false consensus caused by drop-out of
those with a different opinion may be reduced.

The objective of this study is to investigate two different
approaches of inviting participants to consecutive rounds in
a 3-round Delphi survey and their effect on the final result
of the Delphi and the (overall) response rate.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Design and population

Two stakeholder groups were invited by email to partake
in two separate Delphi surveys, as part of a larger project to
update the Assessment of SpondyloArthritis international
Society (ASAS)/Outcome Measures in Rheumatology
(OMERACT) COS for axial spondyloarthritis (axSpA)
[12]. One group consisted of patients with axSpA and the
other group consisted of axSpA experts, including rheuma-
tologists, other healthcare professionals, methodologists,
and other stakeholders. The axSpA experts were all ASAS
members, who were informed they would be invited to
partake in the Delphi survey to update the current COS in
an annual meeting before commencement of the project.
The patients with axSpA were recruited through three na-
tional patient societies (Spondylitis Association of Ameri-
ca, National Ankylosing Spondylitis Society [UK], and
Canadian Spondylitis Association) and eligible to partake
if they had a diagnosis of axSpA from their rheumatologist.
Patients were contacted by their associations via email, in
which the study was explained and patients were asked to
participate. Additionally, information was placed on the
websites of each of the organizations. Patients could either
send an email directly to the researcher in charge of
sending the Delphi invitations (A.B.) or their respective or-
ganization if they were interested in partaking in the Delphi
survey. Recruitment ceased once the group of patients was
equal in size to the group of experts (N5 188). This was an
opportunistic sample and no sample size calculations were
performed upfront. The main objective of this Delphi sur-
vey was to define which are the most relevant disease do-
mains (outcomes) for all stakeholders to be included in
the updated COS. We did not specifically ask consent for
the experiment, because knowledge about the assignment
would have biased the results.

For each separate stakeholder group, the invited partici-
pants were randomly allocated 1:1 to two experimental
groups to ensure an even distribution of stakeholders in
each experimental group. Experimental group 1 was
labeled as ‘‘respondents-only group,’’ and experimental
group 2 as ‘‘all-rounds group.’’ Two randomization se-
quences (one for patients, one for experts) were created, us-
ing a computer-generated schedule (developed by a
member of the data management team of the rheumatology
department in the Leiden University Medical Center).
Randomization was performed by a researcher (A.B.) after
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the recruitment of patients was complete. Only the
researcher in charge of sending the Delphi and collecting
the data (A.B.) was aware of the group allocation of each
participant.

Even though the results of the Delphi were analyzed
separately for each of the stakeholder groups (ie, patients
and experts) to update the COS for axSpA, the stakeholder
groups were not the focus of this study. The aim of this
experiment was solely to compare the responses of the
‘‘all-rounds group’’ with those of the ‘‘respondents-only
group’’ to investigate whether there is an effect of invitation
procedure on the final result of the Delphi survey. There-
fore, all data in this manuscript focused only on the differ-
ences between the ‘‘respondents-only’’ and ‘‘all-rounds’’
groups.

The participants in the ‘‘respondents-only group’’
received an invitation for the second round only if they
completed the first round, and only received an invitation
for the third round if they completed the second round.
The participants in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ received an invi-
tation for each round irrespective of response to any of the
previous rounds. In each round, the participants received
summarized information of the previous round, including
aggregated scores from their respective stakeholder group.
Those participants who partook in the previous round
received their individual score of the previous round as
well. Participants in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ who responded
for the first time to the invitation for the second round
received only aggregated scores of the first round, and the
same procedure applied to round 3.

The participants were not aware of the experiment and
received identical information regarding the Delphi survey.
All participants knew from the start that this was a three-
round Delphi, but did not know that an invitation for the
second and third round was conditional on responding to
the first round.

Each round was open for 2e3 and a single reminder was
sent after 1 wk to those who did not yet complete the round.
Data were collected online using SurveyMonkey between
November 2, 2018 and December 30, 2018.
2.2. Survey questionnaires

The Delphi survey consisted of two separate sections,
one focused on the outcomes to be included in the core
set for studies assessing symptom-modifying therapies,
the other on the outcomes to be included in the core set
for studies evaluating disease-modifying therapies. In this
manuscript, the results for the survey on symptom modifi-
cation will be described in detail and the results on disease
modification only in the appendix.

The survey on symptom modification contained 11
candidate domains for the core set in the first round, and
participants had the opportunity to suggest additional do-
mains in this round. This led to the addition of one more
domain from round 2 onwards, which brought the total
number of domains to 12. It was decided upfront that the
survey on disease modification would contain the same do-
mains as the survey on symptom modification.

To identify importance of each of the domains for the
core set, each participant was asked to provide one score
per domain using a nine-point Likert scoring system. Do-
mains were graded in accordance to their level of impor-
tance. Following the OMERACT handbook, a score of
1e3 signified an outcome as not important, 4e6 as impor-
tant but not critical, and 7e9 as critical [13]. The criteria to
include a domain in the next round of the Delphi were that
at least 50% of the participants scored the domain as crit-
ical and 15% or less scored the domain as not important.
If a domain was scored as critical by �80% in the specific
stakeholder group, the domain was considered selected for
the core set, and not offered for voting in subsequent rounds
within that stakeholder group. The aggregated scores per
domain were analyzed separately for each of the stake-
holder groups.

A domain was considered for inclusion in the update of
the core set if �70% of participants scored the domain as
critical, and �15% scored not important after the final
round, which was in line with the guidelines provided in
the OMERACT handbook for the development of COS
[13]. This was the first step in the update of the COS for
axSpA and explains the availability of the data per round.
More detailed information about the selection of domains
is beyond the scope of this article. In addition to the
nine-point Likert scoring grade, all participants were asked
to select six domains from the list of possible domains in
each Delphi round. The chosen domains were those with
the highest priority to be included in the COS; there was
no further ranking within the six chosen domains.
2.3. Outcomes

The main outcomes of this experiment were as follows:
(1) the response rates after each round and the final overall
response rate and (2) the finally selected domains for the
core set at the end of round 3 in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’
vs. the ‘‘respondents-only group.’’ Secondary aspects of in-
terest were differences between groups regarding the
following: (1) the choice of the ‘‘top six’’ domains and
(2) changes in the ‘‘top six’’ domains across rounds. Addi-
tionally, the design of this study enabled us to study if the
results of the Delphi survey are similar when randomly se-
lecting two independent samples. As the experiment started
after round 1, we had the ability to compare domains be-
tween two panels (‘‘respondents-only’’ and ‘‘all-rounds’’)
which completed an identical survey (ie, round 1). For
the purpose of this study, we used descriptive statistics to
describe the data, using mean (standard deviation [SD])
scores; statistical testing of between-group differences
was not performed. For the 9-point Likert scale scores
per domain, means and SDs were used to describe the data.
For the current analysis, the last available scores were used
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to compare the ‘‘respondents-only’’ and ‘‘all-rounds’’
groups if a domain was selected before the final round
(eg, if a domain was selected after round 2, the last avail-
able mean is the mean of round 2). The top six domains
were presented as percentages, and the change between
rounds in proportion of participants showing change.
Similar to the mean scores, if a domain was selected before
the final round the percentage of critical votes from the last
available round were used to compare the groups.
3. Results

A total of 376 participants were invited by email to
partake in this Delphi survey. They were randomized into
a ‘‘respondents-only group’’ (n5 187; 93 in the patient sur-
vey and 94 in the axSpA expert survey) and ‘‘all-rounds
group’’ (n 5 189; 95 in the patient survey and 94 in the ax-
SpA expert survey).

3.1. Response rates

The overall response rate after three rounds was lower in
the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ compared to the ‘‘all-rounds
group’’ (46% [86/187] vs. 61% [116/189]). The response
rate in the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ increased per each
additional round (from 65% [122/187] to 91% [86/95]),
while the response rate in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ varied on-
ly slightly between rounds (from 56% [110/189] to 61%
[116/189]) (Table 1). The retention rate was similar for pa-
tients and experts (Appendix Table A.1) and there was no
difference between participants and nonparticipants in the
continent of residence (Appendix Table A.2).

3.2. Domains selected after final round

There was no difference in mean (SD) scores between
the ‘‘respondents-only’’ and ‘‘all-rounds’’ groups for any
of the domains (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 depicts the percentage of participants that voted
‘‘critical’’ or ‘‘not important’’ per domain for each of the
experimental groups. The vertical lines at 15% and 70%
Table 1. Response rates per group for each round of the Delphi survey

‘‘Respondents-only group’’
(N [ 187)

‘‘All-rounds group’’
(N [ 189)

Round
1

Invited: 187
Completed: 122
Response rate: 65%

Invited: 189
Completed: 110
Response rate: 58%

Round
2

Invited: 122
Completed: 95 [response rate:

78%]
Overall response rate: 51%

Invited: 189
Completed: 105
Response rate: 56%

Round
3

Invited: 95
Completed: 86 [response

rate: 91%]
Overall response rate: 46%

Invited: 189
Completed: 116
Response rate: 61%
represent the cut-offs as described in Section 2.2. This
figure shows that both groups selected the same domains,
apart from extra-musculoskeletal manifestations, which
was only selected by the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’

The corresponding results from the disease modification
survey can be found in Appendix Figs. A.2 and A.3.
3.3. Percentage of respondents regarding the top six
domains

For each of the domains in the Delphi survey, Table 2
shows the percentage of participants that voted a domain
as one of their six most important domains after the final
round. The domains were ranked in descending order based
on selection by the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ and matched
with the same domain in the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’ Domains
in italic represent the top six of the ‘‘respondents-only
group’’ and in bold of the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’

After the final round, the four outcomes with highest
voting rates were the same in both groups, with only small
differences between groups. The domain ‘‘disease activity’’
was voted in the top six of the ‘‘respondents-only group’’
(55%) but not in the top six of the ‘‘all-rounds group’’
(49%), where it was replaced by the domain ‘‘overall func-
tioning and health’’ (57%). The differences were small; the
maximum difference between groups was 10% for the do-
mains ‘‘overall functioning and health’’ and ‘‘peripheral
manifestations’’.

The corresponding results from the disease modification
survey can be found in Appendix Table A.5.
3.4. Changes in the top six domains across rounds

Per individual we determined the number of domains
that changed in their top six ranking across rounds. This
was done from round 1 to round 2 and from round 2 to
round 3 (Fig. 3). For the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ various com-
binations of completion were possible; these can be found
in Appendix Table A.3. Those participants that responded
to rounds 1 and 2 but not to round 3 (N 5 9) were only
included in the change between the rounds they completed,
and the same applied to those who completed rounds 2 and
3 but not round 1 (N 5 13). There were 12 participants in
the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ who only missed round 2. For these
12 participants the change between rounds 1 and 3 was
calculated. Finally, those participants that only responded
to a single round were excluded from this analysis
(N 5 38).

Fig. 3 shows that between rounds 1 and 2, 49% of the
‘‘respondents-only group’’ changed at least one domain,
whereas this was 38% in the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’ In both
groups hardly anyone did not change a single domain
(1% in the ‘‘respondents-only’’ vs. 2% in the ‘‘all-rounds’’
group). A larger proportion of participants in the ‘‘all-
rounds group’’ changed two domains (42%) or more than
two domains (18%), compared to the ‘‘respondents-only
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Fig. 1. Mean score (standard deviation) per domain for the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ (in gray) and ‘‘all-rounds group’’ (in blue) from the round
when the domain was selected (ie, the last available scores). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the Web version of this article.)
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group’’ (37% and 13% respectively). Between rounds 2 and
3, 45% of the participants in the ‘‘respondents-only group’’
changed one domain, whereas this was only 31% in the
‘‘all-rounds group.’’ Contrary, in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’
22% changed more than two domains, whereas this was on-
ly 7% in the ‘‘respondents-only group.’’ The proportion of
participants changing no domains or two domains was
similar between groups.

The corresponding results from the disease modification
survey can be found in Appendix Fig. A4.

3.5. Comparison of round 1 results

Mean (SD) scores were very similar between the ‘‘all-
rounds’’ and ‘‘respondents-only’’ groups for all of the do-
mains after the first round of the Delphi survey (Fig. 4).
Additionally, the proportions of ‘‘not important votes’’
and ‘‘critical votes’’ were similar between the ‘‘all-rounds’’
and ‘‘respondents-only’’ groups after the first round
(Appendix Fig. A1). Furthermore, there were no differences
in the top six domains after the first round (Appendix Table
A.4).
The corresponding results from the disease modification
survey can be found in Appendix Table A.6 and Fig. A.5
and A.6.
4. Discussion

This study showed no differences between the ‘‘respon-
dents-only’’ and ‘‘all-rounds’’ groups in mean (SD) scores,
nor in the percentage of critical votes for any of the do-
mains after the final round. These results showed that the
same domains were selected by the ‘‘all-rounds group’’
and the ‘‘respondents-only group.’’ Invitation approach
had no impact on which domains were selected after the
final round. Additionally, differences between experimental
groups regarding the domains in the top six were small and
hardly influenced the order of importance, suggesting that
the invitation approach does not influence the outcome of
a Delphi exercise at all. Thus, it may be preferential to
invite panel members who missed a round to a subsequent
round, as this approach is less sensitive to the nonrandom
loss of opinions that could lead to false consensus [6].
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However, we found a difference in the overall response
rate, which was higher in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ (61%)
compared to the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ (46%). This
was expected, because the numbers of persons invited for
rounds 2 and 3 were larger in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’ than
in the ‘‘respondents-only group.’’

The proportion of participants that changed one domain
between rounds was larger in the ‘‘respondents-only
group’’. Contrary, the proportion of participants that
changed more than two domains between rounds was larger
in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’. From all change categories, the
no change category had the smallest proportion of partici-
pants across all rounds and in both groups. These results
indicate that information of peers from previous rounds is
taken into account when evaluating the domains which
are deemed most important.

This study may have a few limitations. Since the data
used were from a true Delphi experiment, there were no
complete data on mean scores and percentages of critical
votes for all domains for every round, as selected and
excluded domains were not offered in the next round. We
attempted to solve this by using the last available data for
each of the domains (ie, from the round when the domain
was selected). Nonetheless, this may have influenced the
comparison between the ‘‘all-rounds’’ and ‘‘respondents-
only’’ groups.

In the current study it was decided upfront to do a three-
round Delphi survey, which appears sufficient to achieve



Table 2. Most important domains after round 3 for the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ and ‘‘all-rounds group’’ ranked in descending order, based on the
selection by the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ and matched with the same domain in the ‘‘all-rounds group’’, and the difference in percentage of
votes between the groups per domain

‘‘Respondents-only group’’ (N [ 86) ‘‘All-rounds group’’ (N [ 116) Difference between groups

Pain 95% Pain 91% Pain 4%

Stiffness 62% Stiffness 62% Stiffness 0%

Physical functioning 62% Physical functioning 61% Physical functioning 1%

Mobility 59% Mobility 54% Mobility 5%

Disease activity 55% Disease activity 49% Disease activity 6%

Fatigue 50% Fatigue 55% Fatigue �5%

Overall functioning and health 47% Overall functioning and health 57% Overall functioning and health �10%

Extra-musculoskeletal manifestations 44% Extra-musculoskeletal manifestations 45% Extra-musculoskeletal manifestations �1%

Peripheral manifestations 34% Peripheral manifestations 44% Peripheral manifestations �10%

Sleep 30% Sleep 26% Sleep 4%

Work and employment 21% Work and employment 23% Work and employment �2%

Emotional functioning 16% Emotional functioning 18% Emotional functioning �2%

Domains in italic represent the top 6 in the ‘‘respondents-only group’’ and in bold in the ‘‘all-rounds group.’’
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consensus [14e16]. Furthermore, determining the number
of rounds upfront may actually be preferential to continuing
until consensus is reached, as attrition rates increase with
2%
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49%
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No change 1 domain changed 2 domains
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10%
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A

B

Fig. 3. Changes in the ‘‘top six’’ domains per group, from round 1 to round
ticipants over four change categories (no change, 1 domain changed, 2 dom
each additional round and those with a very different
opinion may drop-out, causing false consensus [6]. Due
to this decision, we cannot be sure whether these results
43%

37%

18%

13%

 changed >2 domains changed

39%

37%

22%

7%

 changed >2 domains changed

2 (A) and round 2 to round 3 (B), presented as the proportion of par-
ains changed, and O2 domains changed).
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can be extrapolated to Delphi surveys consisting of more
than three rounds. Using an electronically distributed Del-
phi ensured involvement of international experts and pa-
tients as no travel is required, anonymity is guaranteed,
and no public speaking is required, which increases patient
participation [17]. Although all patients included in this
study were native English speakers, as this ensured a good
understanding of the content, they did represent three
different countries. Furthermore, the inclusion of patients,
rheumatologists, other healthcare professionals, policy
makers, and representatives of pharmaceutical companies
resulted in a sample that is reflective of the population
who will use the updated COS.

The strength of this study was the random selection of
two independent samples, namely the ‘‘respondents-only’’
and ‘‘all-rounds’’ groups. As the experiment started after
round 1, we had the ability to compare results of the two
panels which completed an identical first round survey. Lit-
tle has been published on the agreement between multiple
independent panels going through an identical survey. Pre-
vious research showed high correlations between endorse-
ment frequencies in a replication of a Delphi survey, even
with a gap of several years between replications and use
of a different expert panel [18]. In more recent work groups
had been randomized to assess the effect of feedback pro-
vided between rounds, and showed high agreement in
selected items between different randomization groups
[10]. Here we add information to this topic by showing that
the results after the first round were similar between two
randomly selected independent panels which completed
an identical survey.
5. Conclusion

This study showed that the content of the outcome of
this three-round Delphi survey was similar regardless of us-
ing data from all persons invited to the first round, or only
of those persons who participated in all rounds. We there-
fore conclude that invitation approach does not seem to in-
fluence the final results of a Delphi survey.
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